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Abstract
Psycholinguists define spoken word recognition (SWR) as, roughly, the processes intervening between speech perception and sentence processing, whereby a sequence of speech elements is mapped to a phonological word-form. After reviewing points of consensus and contention in SWR, we turn to the focus of this review: considering the limitations of theoretical views that implicitly assume an idealized (neurotypical, monolingual adult) and static perceiver. In contrast to this assumption, we review evidence that SWR is plastic throughout the life span and changes as a function of cognitive and sensory changes, modulated by the language(s) someone knows. In highlighting instances of plasticity at multiple timescales, we are confronted with the question of whether these effects reflect changes in content or in processes, and we consider the possibility that the two are inseparable. We close with a brief discussion of the challenges that plasticity poses for developing comprehensive theories of spoken language processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spoken word recognition (SWR) refers to the processes that map sequences of sublexical elements (e.g., speech sounds) to phonological wordforms that index lexical representations. Wordforms allow access to lexical knowledge from speech (e.g., grammar, semantics; Pustejovsky 1995). Lexical knowledge in long-term memory is commonly assumed to compose the mental lexicon (for an alternative view, see Elman 2004, 2009).

Theories and models of SWR tend to have a restricted scope: Most implicitly or explicitly assume that SWR starts with the products of speech perception (acoustic-phonetic features or even phonemes) and ends with the activation and/or selection of the wordform (or series of wordforms) that best integrates bottom-up input with prior knowledge (e.g., known words) and context. This “simplified mapping perspective” (Magnuson & Crinnion 2022) constrains SWR to a more tractable problem than the full path from acoustics to semantics and beyond. Although unresolved challenges remain within this limited scope, it has allowed researchers to discover many details of the fine-grained time course of (this aspect of) spoken language processing.

As Magnuson (2008) argues, while simplifying assumptions may be necessary, they tend to function like (pre)theoretical assumptions when they persist for decades, as they have in SWR. While the limitations of this scope and the need to escape it are increasingly acknowledged in SWR research, other implicit assumptions are arguably less prominent in current research but also constrain the way theorists construe the challenges of SWR and thus how we study it empirically. Specifically, most SWR theories and models implicitly (or explicitly) assume a static, crystallized system used by a single, idealized, young adult monolingual speaker of a language spoken in WEIRD (Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic) cultures (Henrich et al. 2010; most prominently English, less frequently languages such as French, Dutch, and German, even less frequently languages such as Japanese, Chinese, Arabic, Hebrew, and Russian, and only rarely ones such as African languages or minoritized or otherwise low-status languages and dialects within WEIRD cultures; Kirk 2023). We hold that these assumptions are highly problematic and actively impede deeper understanding of SWR. To illustrate why, we review the growing body of research that reveals SWR to be a plastic, dynamic system, with representations and mechanisms changing constantly over the life span, as well as research that suggests that representations and processes supporting SWR are strongly affected by crosslinguistic differences and by multilingualism.

A plausible expectation for the science of SWR might be that there are core, universal algorithms that are separable from the “contents” of language—the number of words a person knows, the number of languages they know and their proficiency in each, or aspects of the specific language(s) they know. The goal of language scientists concerned with SWR would be to identify those core algorithms. One might also expect that the algorithms could be discoverable by studying just one or a few languages. We take an alternative view: Language processes are not separable from linguistic content. Changing the contents (learning more words, the structure and content of a language, learning more languages, or changes in sensory acuity or cognitive capacities) alters the entire system in ways that cannot be predicted from current models. In this review, we marshal evidence by examining how SWR changes over the life span, how it is affected by changes in capacities (as a function of learning to read, or declines in sensory acuity with aging), and how SWR is modulated by multilingualism and by details of the languages a person knows. Even if we do not convince readers of this theoretical position, we shall see that the field is not yet able to identify core algorithms even if they exist. The common denominator that emerges is the principle that our experiences with language shape the structure of the system that supports SWR—on scales ranging from milliseconds to years. Experience-driven changes may affect different aspects of SWR both directly and indirectly. Our main goal is to describe a wide range of examples of
plasticity in SWR and discuss the potential mechanisms underlying these changes. For example, plasticity may take the form of change in the way lexical representations interact with each other in real time, but it can also reflect changes in related cognitive systems (e.g., working memory). Importantly, even for changes within the SWR system itself, the exact locus of change can be difficult to pinpoint given that the boundaries between SWR structure, mechanisms, and content are often blurred (Elman 2004). Thus, in this review we largely refrain from making strong theoretical claims about the exact locus and nature of plasticity. Before turning to these issues, we begin with a brief outline of the main points of consensus and debate in the current literature.

2. POINTS OF CONSENSUS AND CONTENTION

Decades of research have been devoted to understanding the specifics of the mechanisms and the representations underlying SWR. While there are still many open debates and unresolved challenges, progress has resulted in consensus on core principles.

2.1. Consensus

The current consensus boils down to three propositions and has changed only slightly since Marslen-Wilson’s (1993) description. First, SWR is continuous: As a word is heard, the mechanisms supporting SWR attempt to map the unfolding signal to known words incrementally. Second, there is graded, parallel consideration of multiple candidates: As the signal unfolds, multiple words are activated in proportion to their similarity to the ongoing signal, weighted by prior probability (typically only with respect to frequency of occurrence). Third, there must be a selection mechanism that allows the system to rank or choose among candidate words, explicitly or emergently (as we discuss below).

2.2. Contention

Despite the consensus on fundamental principles, several aspects remain unsettled. Here we focus on thorny points that, despite extensive debate and empirical exploration, remain unresolved.

2.2.1. Inputs. Models differ in the SWR inputs they assume. Some use pseudospectral, over-time acoustic-phonetic features (TRACE; McClelland & Elman 1986), while others use human diphone confusion probabilities to approximate noisy, phonologically constrained uptake of acoustics (Norris & McQueen 2008), and others simply use phonemes (Hannagan et al. 2013, Luce & Pisoni 1998). Any simplifying assumption that divorces SWR from hearing and speech perception has the potential to complicate rather than simplify scientific understanding by hiding potential constraints (cf. Magnuson 2008). For example, Salverda et al. (2003) found that the “embedding problem” (McQueen et al. 1995)—the fact that most words have other words embedded within them (e.g., catalog potentially “contains” cat, at, a, cattle, law, and log)—is mitigated significantly by prosodic cues (e.g., listeners are sensitive to durational differences that predict word length, such that hammer competes more strongly with hamster than with ham). Thus, assuming any kind of speech perception product that does not preserve surface detail may be problematic. An exception is EARSHOT, a recent recurrent neural network model (Magnuson et al. 2020) that maps spectral slices to semantics via hidden recurrent units, preserving surface details. While phonetically organized responses emerge in EARSHOT’s hidden units that resemble responses in the human cortex (e.g., Mesgarani et al. 2014), the model has not yet been tested for sensitivity to surface details such as prosody. Nonetheless, an opportunity for advancing SWR theories is developing models that operate directly on speech signals.
2.2.2. Nature of lexical representations. Many theories propose abstract lexical representations that do not contain nonlinguistic information, such as accent, speech rate, and loudness, or talker-specific details (Bowers 2000, McQueen et al. 2006). Some posit underspecified phonological representations that only include nondefault or unpredictable features (Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1991). However, there is robust evidence that listeners encode and use surface details when recognizing words (Bradlow et al. 1999, Goldinger 1996, Kapnoula & Samuel 2019, Salverda et al. 2003, Schacter & Church 1992), consistent with a detail-preserving exemplar-based or episodic view (e.g., Goldinger 1996, 1998; Luce et al. 2012). Pierrehumbert (2016) has argued compellingly for a hybrid approach that includes both abstract and episodic representations.

2.2.3. Similarity. While there is consensus that greater similarity predicts more difficult processing, theories differ in how they define similarity. The Cohort Model (e.g., Marslen-Wilson 1987) posits that listeners exploit the sequential nature of speech. If one hears a word beginning “s...,” this is both evidence that the first segment is /s/ and evidence against any other segment (in graded fashion, as /s/ is more similar to /f/ than to /m/). The Cohort algorithm attempts to add each incoming phoneme onto the preceding series until silence is encountered or adding a phoneme would not result in a possible word. Those conditions identify word boundaries (e.g., /d/ of drunk in cat drunk implies a boundary) or a need for reanalysis (e.g., cat alarm could be parsed as cattle arm, but it might not be compatible with context). On this view, the recognition “cohort” will include words that overlap in the first few phonemes, as only these words will become substantially activated.

Many studies support the onset cohort hypothesis. In gating, where listeners hear progressively larger snippets of words starting from word onset and must provide a completion, listeners only provide onset cohort completions (e.g., Grosjean 1980). Clever paradigms have yielded evidence that cohort items are sufficiently activated to drive detectable semantic priming. Hearing a word like beaker can prime insect, presumably because beetle is strongly activated. However, there is almost no evidence for activation of words that mismatch at onset in these paradigms, even when global similarity is high (e.g., hearing beaker will not activate speaker sufficiently to prime stereo; Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood 1989). Shortlist (Norris 1994) and Shortlist B (Norris & McQueen 2008) also privilege onset similarity.

In stark contrast, the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM; Luce & Pisoni 1998) proposes that global similarity is paramount, and two words will be neighbors (sufficiently similar that hearing one will activate the other) if they differ by no more than a single phonemic deletion, addition, or substitution (commonly called the DAS rule). For example, cat has neighbors due to deletion (at), addition (scat, cast), and substitution (e.g., bat, cot, cab). Crucially, cohort items that differ by more than one phoneme are not neighbors (e.g., cab–cabin, cabin–cabinet). Neighborhood size accounts for modest but significant variance in lexical decision and naming beyond that explained by word frequency alone, with larger neighborhoods predicting more difficult processing (slower, or less accuracy for speech in noise), at least for monosyllabic words in English (Luce & Pisoni 1998).

This leads to an apparent discrepancy (cf. Magnuson 2016): “Pairwise” approaches (those that examine interactions between specific pairs of words) tend only to find evidence for cohort activation, while the NAM DAS metric accounts for significant variance in performance on a “lexical dimensions” (regression) approach despite excluding many cohorts and including many noncohorts. Allopenna et al. (1998) used the Visual World Paradigm (VWP; Tanenhaus et al. 1995) to examine fixation proportions over time to targets, cohorts, rhymes, and unrelated items (e.g., beaker–beetle–speaker–carriage) as participants followed spoken instructions to interact with a visual display containing images of the items (e.g., “click on the beaker”). They found early, relatively
high fixation proportions for cohorts and later, smaller proportions for rhymes (though signifi-
cantly elevated relative to the unrelated baseline). This suggests that both similarity metrics (onset
cohort and global neighborhood) are relevant to SWR.1

2.2.4. Selection. A proposition shared by many theories and models2 is that candidate words
compete for recognition. Accounts of SWR ranging from the Cohort Model (e.g., Marslen-
Wilson 1987; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh 1978) to interactive activation theory (Hannagan et al.
2013, McClelland & Elman 1986) to the original Shortlist model (Norris 1994) to NAM (Luce
& Pisoni 1998) assume that competition is a central aspect of SWR because it affords emergent
selection.

In TRACE (McClelland & Elman 1986), node activations change due to excitatory bottom-up
and/or top-down connections between levels of representation and inhibitory connections within
levels. TRACE inputs are pseudospectral acoustic-phonetic feature patterns over time. Features
activate phonemes, phonemes activate words that contain them, and words send feedback to con-
istuent phonemes. Crucially, there is lateral inhibition within layers. Word nodes have direct
inhibitory links to other words, and phonemes have inhibitory connections to other phonemes,
yielding competitive dynamics that emergently govern activation. The assumption of an explicit or
implicit mechanism for competition is consistent with results showing that having more neighbors
predicts slower recognition (e.g., Luce & Pisoni 1998).

Competition is eschewed by the Bayesian model Shortlist B (Norris & McQueen 2008), along
with the concept of activation. Instead, the model assumes explicit selection of the word (or word
sequence) with highest probability. If one assumes that confidence (and inversely, reaction time)
varies with the value of the highest probability, words with few neighbors and/or high prior prob-
ability (frequency of occurrence) will be predicted to be recognized more readily than words with
many neighbors and/or low frequency.

While there have been debates about whether some models assume too much inhibition
(Marslen-Wilson & Warren 1994 versus Dahan et al. 2001), in general, empirical results de-
mand an account that can predict that words in denser similarity neighborhoods will be more
difficult to recognize (Luce & Pisoni 1998). We return to lexical competition below, considering
evidence that interlexical inhibition not only exists but also appears to be a plastic aspect of SWR
in development.

2.2.5. Feedback. While linguistic interpretation obviously depends on integrating bottom-
up signals with top-down knowledge and context, a long-standing debate concerns whether
integration occurs within perceptual pathways (e.g., via feedback from lexical to sublexical rep-
resentations) or postperceptually. Norris et al. (2000) claimed that all valid top-down effects could
be explained by postperceptual integration, that feedback is not necessary, and that it could not
help word recognition. Space does not permit a full treatment of this topic, so we refer readers

---

1 Alternative/additional similarity metrics have been proposed. We cannot review them all due to space
constraints, but we note that it seems likely that we have yet to discover a truly comprehensive similarity
metric.

2 “Model” is sometimes used as a synonym for “theory,” and in the philosophy and practice of science, both
words have many senses. On Marr’s (1982) taxonomy of information processing theories, when cognitive
scientists present a “model,” they often mean a mechanistic theory at Marr’s algorithmic level [e.g., Marslen-
Wilson’s (1987) Cohort Model]. We maintain a distinction between theories and models, where models are a
means of making theories concrete and testable, whether as a verbal model (a set of propositions or a flowchart),
a mathematical model (equations that compress or abstract observations), or a simulation model (typically im-
plemented as a computer program that simulates mechanisms proposed by a theory). For more discussion, we
refer readers to Magnuson et al. (2012).
to recent publications in this debate that include substantial reviews (Magnuson et al. 2018 versus Norris et al. 2018) as well as a recent replicable experiment that provides strong evidence in favor of feedback (Luthra et al. 2021).

2.2.6. Summary. Despite ongoing debates, there is relatively broad consensus that in SWR, multiple lexical candidates are incrementally and gradiently activated in parallel depending on degree of similarity to the input and prior probability, and that a selection mechanism is needed to (implicitly or explicitly) choose among them. With these fundamental principles as a foundation, let us now consider a somewhat neglected aspect of SWR: plasticity.

3. PLASTICITY OVER THE LIFE SPAN

In this section we present examples of developmental plasticity in SWR, from infancy throughout the life span.

3.1. Early Spoken Word Recognition

Children start speaking around the age of 1 year. However, they understand and recognize some words substantially earlier (around 6 months). How (prelingual) infants perceive spoken language has been studied extensively in psycholinguistics. Substantial research suggests that speech perception in prelingual infants is surprisingly effective, even though it differs from adult SWR in interesting ways.

For instance, infants as young as 1 month are sensitive to subtle differences in phonetic contrasts (e.g., /p/–/b/). In fact, infants are better than adults at discriminating non-native contrasts (e.g., Best & McRoberts 2003, Kuhl et al. 1992). Even though sensitivity to within-category information is maintained into adulthood (Andruski et al. 1994; McMurray et al. 2002; Miller 1997; Samuel 1977, 1982; Sarrett et al. 2020; Toscano et al. 2010), around 6 months, infants begin to lose sensitivity to non-native contrasts, presumably as they attune to native-language phonology (Kuhl et al. 1992, Werker & Tees 1984). This shift reflects one of the earliest forms of plasticity in the system, as perception is reorganized based on experience with the distributions of phonetic features relevant for native-language phoneme contrasts.

Another key concern is the nature of infants’ representations. For instance, despite good sound discrimination, 11-month-old infants appear not to apply this discrimination fully in SWR. In one study (Hallé & De Boysson-Bardies 1996), French-learning infants showed similar preferences for unaltered and altered familiar words (e.g., when the French word camard ‘duck’ was presented in its unaltered form /kanas/ and its altered form /ganas/). Similarly, Stager & Werker (1997) found that 14-month-old infants failed to discriminate similar sounds (e.g., bib and dib) when they were paired with images of objects (a potential labeling context that implied that the syllables could be object names) but showed significant discrimination in a change-detection task (when the sounds were paired with visual checkerboards). Interestingly, 8-month-old infants showed robust discrimination in the labeling context. Stager & Werker (1997) suggested that this apparent decline indexed a developmental change where older infants are learning what details are relevant for lexical discriminations in their native language.

These studies suggest that before around 12 months, lexical representations are not fully specified. Indeed, according to the density hypothesis, infants only need underspecified lexical representations, mainly because they know very few words and, thus, do not need high phonetic and temporal precision. As their vocabulary grows, they are forced to use finer phonetic information to uniquely identify similar words (Charles-Luce & Luce 1990, Storkel 2002). Nevertheless, other work suggests that this may not be the case. For example, Swingley & Aslin (2000) presented 18- to 24-month-old infants with sentences containing either real words (e.g.,
/dog/ <dog>, /kʌr/ <car>) or mispronounced versions (e.g., /tɔɡ/, /kʌr/). While infants listened to sentences containing target words (either canonical or mispronounced versions), they saw two pictures, one matching the target (e.g., dog or car). The authors compared infants’ eye-movement patterns across the two conditions (canonical versus mispronounced words). Both accuracy (target fixations) and latency to fixate the target indicated that infants recognized canonical pronunciations more easily (with shorter latency and higher accuracy). This suggests that infants’ lexical representations are approaching adult-like specification during the second year of life.

Other aspects of SWR also change during the first years of life. For example, Singh and colleagues (2004; see also Singh 2008) reported differences in eye-movement patterns of 7.5- and 10.5-month-old infants during repeated encounters with spoken words presented with neutral or valenced (e.g., happy) affect. When 7.5-month-old infants learned new words, if those words were always presented with one affect (happy or sad), they did not generalize to productions with different affect. However, by 10.5 months, infants readily generalized beyond affect. Infants in this age range also have difficulty generalizing from one talker to another (Houston & Jusczyk 2000). This suggests that it takes several months for infants to learn which aspects of acoustic patterns are relevant for SWR. Finally, Hollich et al. (2000) showed that 15- to 17-month-old infants are better at learning words with fewer neighbors (i.e., sparse neighborhoods), unlike adults, who are better at learning novel words from denser neighborhoods (Storkel et al. 2006).

In sum, infants’ receptive lexical representations develop significant specificity even before speech production is fully mastered. These representations undergo substantial changes before becoming as well specified and stable as adult representations. How are changes in representations linked to changes in processes? If the two are separable, it is possible that there are core algorithmic processes that are already operational in infancy. In that case, differences from adult performance would be due to differences in contents (e.g., words known) rather than mechanisms. To our knowledge, this has not been addressed directly. Simulations with computational models could be useful; one could ask, for example, whether infant-like behavior would emerge in successful adult models endowed with infant-like lexicons. If so, this would suggest that the model’s algorithms are strong candidates for both infant and adult SWR (and challenge our proposal that processes and contents are inseparable). If not, this could suggest that algorithms are qualitatively different in infancy or that the algorithms assumed by the model are incorrect.

### 3.2. Changes in Spoken Word Recognition Related to Reading Acquisition

The rate of learning novel words is highest during preschool and early elementary school years (Anglin et al. 1993), when children learn on average nine words per day (Markman 1987). This expansion in vocabulary size at this stage is thought to be largely due to children acquiring reading skills; in addition to auditory input, they are now exposed to the written modality as well. Although the potential impact of orthography in spoken language processing is beyond the scope of prominent models of SWR (e.g., Luce & Pisoni 1998, Marslen-Wilson & Welsh 1978, McClelland & Elman 1986, Norris & McQueen 2008), there are several important changes in speech perception and SWR related to reading acquisition.

First, learning to read has been linked to improved ability to distinguish individual speech sounds (phonemes) within spoken words (i.e., phonological awareness; Liberman et al. 1989, Morais et al. 1979). Morais et al. (1979) compared literate and illiterate Portuguese-speaking adults on tasks involving manipulation of individual speech sounds within spoken words (e.g., phoneme deletion, addition, and substitution). While literate adults completed all tasks easily (accuracy was close to ceiling), illiterate adults’ performance was low. Better readers consistently show better performance in tasks involving manipulation of sounds within words (Pratt & Brady 1988, Swank & Catts 1994). These findings are often taken as evidence that learning to read shifts the perception
of speech from larger units (e.g., syllables) to smaller units [e.g., phonemes (see Port 2007) or other sublexical elements, depending on the writing system (Frost 2012, Ziegler & Goswami 2005)].

Seidenberg & Tanenhaus (1979) examined orthographic effects in a language with fairly opaque spelling-to-sound mapping (English). Rhyme judgment decision times in adult skilled readers were affected by spelling: Word pairs sharing both spelling and pronunciation (e.g., pie–tie) yielded faster decision times compared to those sharing pronunciation only (e.g., pie–eye). Further work with adults has shown orthographic effects in online auditory tasks. For example, in a lexical decision task, words containing rhymes with unique orthographic representations (e.g., globe can only be written as <obe>) are recognized faster than words with multiple possible spellings [e.g., /ain/ in same can be written as <ane>, <ain> (e.g., rain), <ein> (e.g., rein), <eign> (e.g., reign), or <ayne> (e.g., Wayne) (Ziegler & Ferrand 1998; for a review, see Ziegler et al. 2008)].

Ventura et al. (2007) investigated the developmental trajectory of orthographic effects in speech perception. In their cross-sectional study, three groups of Portuguese-speaking children (from second to fourth grade) were tested on both auditory lexical decision and shadowing (where participants repeat an auditorily presented word). Surprisingly, in all three groups, orthographic effects (i.e., differences between words with consistent versus inconsistent spellings, e.g., globe versus same) emerged not only in words but also in pseudowords—a result that was not observed for adults. The same facilitatory effect for consistent items was observed in both auditory lexical decision and in speeded and unspeeded shadowing. These results suggest that in developing readers, who still rely on phonological decoding when reading (Share 1995, 2004), the influence of orthography on speech processing is stronger than in skilled adult readers.

To further investigate the developmental trajectory of these effects and identify the turning point where consistency effects become adult-like, Ventura et al. (2008) tested Portuguese-speaking children in grades 4–9. The child-like pattern (orthographic consistency effects in both words and pseudowords) persisted to grade 6. Subsequently, the effects were only seen in words, suggesting that once reading has been sufficiently mastered, the locus of orthographic consistency effects shifts to the lexical level. This turning point is not universal and seems to be strongly modulated by the opacity of the writing system. While the Portuguese children needed at least 5 years of reading experience to exhibit adult-like orthographic consistency effects, French children—who are used to processing larger units from very early in reading acquisition (because French is relatively more opaque, and pronunciations can depend on contexts spanning several letters; see Ziegler & Goswami 2005)—required only about half that time; the adult-like pattern was observed after approximately 2.5 years of reading experience (Pattamadilok et al. 2009). Thus, in developing readers, effects of orthographic consistency depend on the grain size that is relevant in a particular orthography.

Two accounts have been proposed to explain the origins of orthographic impact in spoken word perception. According to the phonological restructuring hypothesis, reading acquisition modifies the nature of existing phonological representations (Muneaux & Ziegler 2004, Perre et al. 2009). Representations of words with a unique possible spelling become more salient during reading acquisition as compared to words with phonological forms that could be spelled in multiple ways and are hence recognized faster. By contrast, the automatic coactivation account proposes that spoken words activate orthographic counterparts regardless of task (Chéreau et al. 2007, Perre & Ziegler 2008). Spoken words with multiple possible spellings activate several orthographic representations, which compete, leading to slower recognition times. However, to date, there is no conclusive evidence adjudicating between the two accounts.

In sum, learning to read alters speech perception and SWR. As children become aware of the components that link phonology and orthography in their language, speech perception
reorganizes around the pertinent grain size for the writing system. Moreover, the time course of SWR is affected by the orthographic patterns associated with words during reading acquisition.

### 3.3. Ongoing Changes in Children and Adolescents

In this subsection, we consider development of SWR between infancy and adulthood. First, there is plasticity in the way listeners map speech sounds to lexical representations. Even though experience with native-language phonology shapes listeners’ ability to discriminate speech sounds early on (Eimas et al. 1971, Kuhl et al. 1992, Werker & Tees 1984), sensitivity to within-category information (speech perception gradiency) is maintained into adulthood (Andruski et al. 1994; McMurray et al. 2002; Miller 1997; Samuel 1977, 1982; Sarrett et al. 2020; Toscano et al. 2010; for a review, see McMurray 2022), although this gradiency undergoes change over development.

Evidence for plasticity comes from a study by McMurray et al. (2018). They tested children from three age groups (7–8, 12–13, and 17–18 years) using /b/-/p/ and /s/-/ʃ/ word–word continua (e.g., beach–peach, ship–sip). Pictures of items were presented on the screen, and continuum items were presented auditorily. Eye movements to the competitor were used as an index of gradiency. Sensitivity to within-category differences slowly increased over development (gradiency continues to increase into adulthood; Kapnoula & Samuel 2023). Furthermore, Kutlu et al. (2022) presented preliminary results from a study examining the role of linguistic diversity (indexed by social network information) on the development of gradiency in school-aged children (6–11 years). In line with distributional accounts of speech perception development (e.g., Flege & Bohn 2021), the results suggested that linguistic diversity had a positive impact on speech perception gradiency (i.e., children exposed to higher variability of speech sounds showed higher gradiency).

Moving beyond the segmental level, there is also evidence that lexical competition changes in later childhood. For instance, Rigler and colleagues (2015) recruited two groups of children (9 and 16 years), whom they tested on SWR using the VWP. All participants were aurally presented with target words (e.g., bees) along with corresponding images, as well as pictures of cohort competitors (e.g., bean), rhyme competitors (e.g., peas), and unrelated words (e.g., cap). Fixation patterns suggested that 9-year-olds were slower to activate the target and experienced more early competition from similar words than 16-year-olds. This suggests that younger children take more time to suppress competitors.

It is possible, though, that when lexical activation is inferred from fixation patterns, developmental differences could reflect changes in eye-movement control. However, a recent study provides more support for developmental change in lexical competition. Blomquist & McMurray (2023; see also Apfelbaum et al. 2023) replicated Rigler et al.’s (2015) study and further showed that previous experience with items that should induce lexical competition (due to misleading coarticulation inserted by cross-splicing sound files) leads to more effective SWR (via stronger inhibition of competitor lexical items), particularly in younger children. They employed a subcategorial mismatch paradigm tailored to measure competition between specific word pairs [e.g., cat and cap (Dahan et al. 2001)—a stimulus manipulation originally introduced by Marslen-Wilson & Warren (1994) based on work by Streeter & Nigro (1979)] and examined whether competition changes throughout an experimental session. Importantly, their analyses of the time course of lexical competition (buildup, peak, and resolution) are arguably largely independent of overall differences in looking behavior (Oleson et al. 2017, Seedorff et al. 2018). While older children (12–13 years) showed robust lexical competition throughout the entire experiment, younger children (7–8 years) only did so in the second half of the session. This suggests that language experience (here, repeated trials with the same items) drives the observed differences. Finally, Hendrickson and colleagues (2021) demonstrated that 8- to 11-year-old children modulate lexical competition
resolution to adapt to situations of increased uncertainty (e.g., speech at lower intensity, known as soft speech). Since exposure to soft speech is something children usually experience when they start school, this finding suggests that word recognition mechanisms are fine-tuned by language experience, including context such as auditory conditions.

To sum up, although scarce (compared to work done with infants), research on SWR in older children and adolescents points to the same conclusion: The development of mechanisms that underlie different aspects of SWR is tightly linked to listeners’ language experience. We suggest that the results reviewed here support the view that processes and contents are not separable aspects of development. For example, if the same processes operated in younger and older children, younger children should show faster resolution of lexical competition because they know fewer words. Instead, development in mechanisms (e.g., inhibitory processes hypothesized to provide lexical selection) occurs in parallel with development of acoustic-phonetic mapping and content (e.g., vocabulary).

3.4. Cognitive Aging

Normal aging leads to various changes in cognitive functioning; some aspects of language processing improve, while others decline. For instance, while vocabulary continues to grow throughout the life span (Harada et al. 2013, Kavé 2022), perception of familiar words usually degrades (McLaughlin et al. 2022, Revill & Spieler 2012, Sommers 1996, Wingfield et al. 1991).

Even in the case of preserved hearing, older adults show changing impact of lexical competitors (Revill & Spieler 2012, Wingfield et al. 1991) and are affected more by neighborhood density (i.e., more difficulties recognizing words from denser neighborhoods; McLaughlin et al. 2022, Sommers 1996). Sommers & Danielson (1999) found that older adults have more difficulty recognizing words from high-density neighborhoods in low-predictability sentences. Poorer performance on SWR tasks was linked to older adults’ poorer inhibitory processing skills, and the authors inferred that increasing difficulties stem from age-related declines in inhibitory mechanisms. Older adults also tend to rely more on lexical frequency (Revill & Spieler 2012), which apparently slows recognition of lower-frequency words relative to younger adults. Finally, resolving lexical competition in older adults has also been linked to increased cognitive load (McLaughlin et al. 2022). McLaughlin and colleagues (2022) observed larger pupillary responses (associated with greater cognitive load) in older adults compared to younger adults. In addition, this difference was marginally larger for words from denser neighborhoods, pointing to older adults’ higher difficulty in resolving lexical competition (see also Cheimariou & Kapnoula 2022).

Differences between younger and older adults tend to be magnified in complex listening situations such as speech in noise (Gosselin & Gagné 2011) or attending to input produced by multiple speakers (Getzmann et al. 2015). Explanations usually emphasize reduced attentional resources, less efficient inhibition of irrelevant and concurrent information, and/or reduced efficiency in attentional control (Tun et al. 2002). To investigate effects of noise on SWR, Ben-David et al. (2011) tested older (mean age 70) and younger (mean age 20) participants on a variant of the VWP. In this task, participants heard spoken sentences ending with target words (e.g., candle) while competitor pictures (e.g., candy, sandal) were displayed. With increased noise, older participants fixated similar-sounding competitors more than younger participants did, suggesting greater difficulty differentiating targets and competitors. The authors attributed the differences to sensory acuity declines. However, we see at least three alternative interpretations. First, as in the findings of some developmental work described above (e.g., Rigler et al. 2015), differences in older adults could stem (in part) from declines in eye-movement control. Second, adverse listening conditions may interfere with the resolution of lexical competition via lateral inhibition, leading to increased residual activation of competitor items. Third, consistent with inhibitory
hypotheses (e.g., Sommers & Danielson 1999), adverse listening conditions particularly affect late stages of lexical competition, making older individuals less efficient in handling residual competitors (see Cheimariou & Kapnoula 2022).

Converging evidence for age-related differences under difficult hearing conditions comes from Getzmann and colleagues (2015). They examined brain responses in younger and older adults to spoken words in multispeaker (“cocktail party”) environments using event-related potentials (ERPs, where electroencephalography is used to measure neural responses time-locked to stimuli). Apart from higher error rates in recognizing word pairs, older adults also showed weaker responses in N2 and N400 ERP components, suggesting less effective inhibition of concurrent information.

3.5. Summarizing Plasticity over the Life Span

Studies reviewed in this section show that SWR is influenced by external factors (e.g., reading acquisition) as well as by age-related internal changes to perceptual and cognitive systems. From fast changes in developing lexical representations in infants and younger children to slower changes occurring with aging in older adults, the reviewed studies thus point to the necessity for SWR processes to adapt to the perceptual and cognitive profiles of the listener over their lifetime. It is possible that core algorithms for SWR remain unchanged throughout adulthood and that age-related changes stem from changes in nonlinguistic characteristics of listeners (declines in sensory acuity, or generalized slowing). If this is the case, one should be able to predict SWR performance after assessing individual differences in such characteristics. While associations have been found (as reviewed above), most variance remains unexplained, challenging this simple possibility.

4. CROSSLINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

There is evidence that the language(s) one knows shapes spoken language processing (among other capacities). We focus on two cases: how word recognition is shaped by someone’s first language (L1) (i.e., plasticity in the form of crosslinguistic differences) and how knowing multiple languages affects SWR.

4.1. Plasticity Revealed by Crosslinguistic Differences

While there is considerable evidence that larger neighborhoods predict slower SWR in English (Luce & Pisoni 1998), Dutch (Vroomen & de Gelder 1995), French (Ziegler et al. 2003), and Japanese (Amano & Kondo 2000), there are reports that larger neighborhoods are associated with faster processing in Spanish (Vitevitch & Rodríguez 2005; but see Gür et al. 2023) and Russian (Arutjunian & Lopukhina 2020). One hypothesis is that more morphologically complex languages will tend to have many forms with high phonological and semantic overlap (e.g., inflected forms), which may promote a more cooperative dynamic.

Languages also vary in constraints that may facilitate SWR. For example, listeners can leverage gender-marked determiners to predict upcoming words in languages such as French (Dahan et al. 2000) and Spanish (Gussow et al. 2019). Similarly, when discourse supports strong expectations for an upcoming noun and listeners encounter a determiner with unexpected gender, robust neural surprise responses are observed (Wicha et al. 2004).

These are just two examples of how language-specific details modulate SWR. Further work is needed to uncover the exact mechanisms by which SWR is shaped by a listener’s native language. For example, computational modeling can help assess whether language-specific differences in the direction of neighborhood effects emerge naturally from any extant models when they are applied to languages such as Spanish and Russian.
4.2. Effects of Bi/Multilingualism

In addition to differences between speakers of different languages, there is evidence that SWR in one language may be affected by other languages a listener knows. This is an important consideration, given that multilingualism is the modal human experience: Grosjean (2022) estimates that most of the world (50–70%) is at least bilingual, and approximately 15% of speakers know three or more languages. Knowing more than one language raises questions for SWR: Are both/all languages a person knows always “operational”? If so, this potentially increases the phonological and semantic competition environment dramatically. If not, what governs language control and switching?

Many behavioral studies are consistent with parallel activation in both/all languages (Hayakawa & Marian 2020). For example, Russian–English bilinguals participating in a VWP session conducted completely in English fixated stamp (/marku/ in Russian) when a stamp was in the display when the instruction was “click on the marker” (Spivey & Marian 1999). Shook & Marian (2019) contrasted this “overt coactivation” (looking at a depicted item with a name similar in the “background” language to a “foreground” language phonological form) with a “covert coactivation” paradigm. When Spanish–English bilinguals were asked in English to click on a picture of a duck, they were significantly more likely to fixate shovel than an unrelated item, revealing phonological activation in Spanish (duck = pato and shovel = pala). Phonological effects are also influenced by phonetic similarity. For example, Spanish–English bilinguals processing Spanish were more likely to fixate items corresponding to potential English competitors when voice onset times (VOTs) were adjusted to be more English-like (Ju & Luce 2004), pointing again to the need for SWR models to accommodate surface details.

Language proficiency and balance also affect SWR in bilinguals. For example, coactivation is more likely when listening to a nondominant language [i.e., there is more impact of the dominant language (L1) on the nondominant (L2) language than vice versa; Shook & Marian 2016]. Sometimes there is complete asymmetry with no evidence for activation of (noncognate) words from L2 when listeners process a dominant L1 (Blumenfeld & Marian 2007). To complicate things even more, Dijkstra et al. (2015) found facilitation from L1 cognates for word recognition in L2, but interference in L1 word recognition from L2 cognates (in a lexical decision task with L1 or L2 sentence contexts preceding words from L1 or L2). Lastly, Sarrett et al. (2022) tested early L2 learners of Spanish (with English as their L1) and found that, in addition to crosslinguistic competition, higher L2 proficiency predicted faster L2 word recognition and better competition resolution (both within L2 and across languages).

4.3. Summarizing Crosslinguistic Considerations

In this section, we have presented several representative examples that demonstrate how SWR can be shaped by language-specific factors. These studies suggest that the way SWR unfolds in real time depends on the following: properties of the languages a listener knows, whether a listener is bi/multilingual, and their relative proficiency in each of the languages they know. Together, these results challenge the view that SWR depends on static, universal processes that apply across languages and populations.

5. SHORT-TERM PLASTICITY

Change is expected over development, but SWR also exhibits considerable plasticity on short timescales of minutes or seconds. Indeed, short-term plasticity has been a vigorous area of investigation over the past two decades.
5.1. Learning New Words

Perhaps the most intuitive form of plasticity that impacts SWR throughout the lifespan is learning new words. Studies using self-contained artificial lexica have been useful for isolating aspects of postlearning processing. For example, Magnuson et al. (2003) used a feedback training paradigm to teach listeners an artificial lexicon. They reported an intriguing result (which has not been further explored) that links back to questions in early lexical development and SWR: As adults learned new neighborhoods of novel words, rhyme competition (e.g., between *pibu* and *dibu*) was stronger than cohort competition (e.g., *pibu* versus *piba*), although with more training the pattern shifted to that observed with well-established words (where cohort competition is earlier and stronger than rhyme competition). They pointed out that if this were seen in development, it might be viewed as a developmental shift to gradually more precise sequential encoding. On the basis of simulations with a computational model, Magnuson et al. (2003) speculated that such a shift reflects noisy (weakly learned) representations rather than a developmental change. Magnuson et al. (2003) also reported that newly learned words appeared to be encapsulated from listeners’ preexisting lexicon, in that there was not a significant impact of English-based neighborhood size. However, this could be because the artificial lexicon was presented in an encapsulated way, as though it were relevant only for the laboratory study.

Gaskell & Dumay (2003) examined word learning from incidental exposure rather than from explicit training. Participants performed a phoneme-monitoring task on pseudowords that were designed to overlap with real words until near word offset (e.g., *catbedruke*, based on *cathedral*). They asked whether recurring patterns without semantics would become integrated into listeners’ lexicons by examining whether responses to the original words (e.g., *cathedral*) would be slowed (presumably due to competition with the pseudoword, which would shift the uniqueness point of the original word later). Initially, processing of the original words was facilitated, as though the pseudowords had activated the original words. After sufficient exposure and an opportunity for sleep-based consolidation, the recognition of the original words was slowed as predicted by changes in uniqueness points.

Word-learning paradigms continue to be used to uncover more details about learning and processing. Another example of such work is that of Kapnoula et al. (2015), who examined competition between existing and newly learned words using a subcategorical mismatch paradigm with eye tracking similar to that used by Dahan et al. (2001). In this paradigm, cross-splicing is used to create items with misleading coarticulation on vowels (e.g., by splicing the offset of *neck* onto the onset and nucleus of *net*). When misleading coarticulation is consistent with a word, processing is slowed substantially, but when the misleading coarticulation is not consistent with a word (e.g., when the offset and nucleus come from *∗nep*), there is much less slowing. Kapnoula et al. (2015) found that word-like slowing emerged quickly for a subset of nonwords they trained listeners to recognize (see also Kapnoula & McMurray 2016a).

In general, word-learning studies with adults provide clear evidence for plasticity without speaking directly to the issue of separability between content and processes; adding more words to the lexicon changes processing in intuitive ways without suggesting that processing changes qualitatively. This is not inconsistent with the view that content and structure are inseparable, but it helps define potential boundary conditions for that view.

5.2. Everyday Instances of Processing Malleability for Familiar Words

Other findings are more challenging for the separability view. In particular, the mapping from acoustics to linguistic encoding/representations is surprisingly plastic and changes with various forms of context and learning from everyday language experience, as we review in this subsection.
5.2.1. Adaptive plasticity. Adaptive plasticity refers to listeners’ ability to adjust speech processing to cope with systematic patterns of distortion in the speech signal—for instance, due to the speaker’s accent/dialect or background noise. For example, Guediche et al. (2016) examined the way listeners use internal compared with external sources of information to adapt to distorted (noise-vocoded, spectrally shifted) speech signals. At pretest, all participants were asked to identify auditorily presented words that were severely distorted (recognition accuracy at 11%). During training, participants were asked to identify these words; critically, half of them would see the printed form of the word as they heard the distorted stimulus. The other half did not see any visual stimuli. After training, participants did the first task again with different stimuli. Participants who received feedback during training were able to adapt to the signal distortion, which allowed them to perform significantly better at posttest. This shows that external information (in this case, seeing the word) helps listeners tune their system to adapt to distortions.

5.2.2. Lexically mediated perceptual learning. Listeners are often exposed to systematically shifted boundaries between phoneme categories (e.g., a talker who has an unusual VOT boundary, producing their voiceless stops with a VOT that overlaps with the canonical range for voiced stops). In the lab, we can simulate this experience by exposing listeners to a talker whose /p/ and /b/ productions have been shifted to noncanonical distributions. To make this shift apparent to listeners, shortened VOTs are encountered only in lexical contexts that have to resolve to /p/ (e.g., ?lam or ?uzzle, where ? is the ambiguous sound). After brief exposure, listeners learn to adjust their VOT boundary, a phenomenon called phonemic recalibration (also called perceptual learning and lexically mediated perceptual learning; Kraljic & Samuel 2005, 2006, 2011; Norris et al. 2003). Note that experiments typically shift the boundary in both directions for different groups of participants (in our example of /p/-/b/, we would present the ambiguous items near the typical boundary only in contexts that resolve to /b/—e.g., ?lanket, ?arrel).

In their seminal paper, Norris et al. (2003) exposed listeners to words in which a particular phoneme was replaced with an ambiguous sound. For example, whenever a word should have had an /s/, it actually had an ambiguous mixture of /s/ and /l/’. Other listeners heard the same ambiguous sounds, but the sounds were embedded in words that should have had an /l/’ in that position. The results showed clear evidence for perceptual recalibration. For example, if listeners heard the ambiguous sound in forms like sheri?, they learned to perceive ? sounds as variants of /l/’. These results point to an adaptive mechanism that listeners can use to adjust SWR to the idiosyncrasies of different speakers, and could provide a basis to mitigate the lack-of-invariance problem (the apparent absence of consistent mappings between acoustic patterns and perceptual categories). Finally, another point that speaks to the plasticity of the system is that even newly learned words are able to drive this kind of recalibration (Kapnoula & Samuel 2022, Leach & Samuel 2007).

5.2.3. Malleability of context effects. Listeners also leverage various forms of context to facilitate SWR and spoken language comprehension more broadly, including semantics (Altmann & Kamide 1999, Ferretti et al. 2001), local thematic information (Kukona et al. 2011), visual context (Chambers et al. 2004, Eberhard et al. 1995, Sedivy et al. 1999, Tanenhaus et al. 1995), and world knowledge (Hagoort et al. 2004, Metusalem et al. 2012). Notably, the way context is used is not fixed. For example, one way listeners appear to use context is to generate predictions about upcoming content (e.g., Wicha et al. 2003; for a review regarding predictive processes in language comprehension, see Kutas et al. 2011). Heyselaar et al. (2021) examined the plasticity of predictive behavior by measuring listeners’ anticipatory eye movements to words’ referents while manipulating the proportion of predictable nouns. They found that decreasing predictability led to a decrease in anticipatory eye movements. These data are in line with the idea that listeners’
predictive behavior depends on the distributional properties of recent linguistic input (Pickering & Gambi 2018), which highlights the plasticity of the system. It also suggests another challenge for finding core algorithms, since SWR appears to be strongly influenced by (higher-level) linguistic and nonlinguistic context.

5.2.4. Malleability of priming effects. Multiple studies have shown that listeners are better at recognizing a word masked in noise when that word has been preceded by another presentation of itself several minutes earlier (long-term identity priming; Ellis 1982, Jackson & Morton 1984, Kempley & Morton 1982). These effects are compatible with a logogen-type model (Morton 1964), according to which different events can cause an increase at the level of activation of a given lexical unit (or a decrease of its recognition threshold). However, priming appears to be outside the scope of current models such as TRACE (McClelland & Elman 1986) and Shortlist B (Norris & McQueen 2008). Independently of the exact mechanism that drives such effects, the critical point is that the process that allows us to recognize familiar words is far from fixed.

5.2.5. Processing-induced changes. Kapnoula & McMurray (2016b) tested whether interlexical inhibition changes with experience. They used the subcategorical mismatch VWP of Dahan et al. (2001) mentioned above (see Section 3.3), to which they added a critical manipulation: One group (High Competition) was exposed to target and competitor items used by Dahan and colleagues (2001) (e.g., net–neck, cart–carp) under conditions that promoted coactivation and competition, and another group (Low Competition) was presented with the same items but under conditions that minimized competition. Subsequently, in a VWP task, participants in the High Competition group were better able to resolve competition among the pairs. Kapnoula & McMurray (2016b) proposed an explanation on which experience resolving competition between a pair of words strengthens inhibitory links between them, making selection via competition resolution more efficient. Such a result is challenging for accounts that maintain separation of contents and processes since it suggests that specific experiences with specific items under specific contextual conditions change system parameters that govern processing.

5.3. Summarizing Short-Term Plasticity

In this section we have reviewed studies showing different ways in which SWR processes can be modulated by recent learning, context, and expectations. Even though this kind of plasticity may appear qualitatively different from changes emerging over longer periods of time (e.g., those reviewed in Sections 3 and 4), long-term effects may emerge as the result of accumulated short-term changes. Note that experience-dependent plasticity in the earliest aspects of the processing pipeline (e.g., perceptual learning) is particularly challenging because it suggests that fundamental aspects of processing cannot be predicted without knowing an individual’s recent and long-term linguistic history. Evidence that processing dynamics are affected by conditions that promote or diminish competition further suggests that parameters governing processing are directly influenced by linguistic experience. Such challenges are familiar to psycholinguists, as we routinely use corpus-based word frequencies as our best estimate of central tendencies in a population, and we recognize that individuals’ own internal (implicit or explicit) estimates of frequency depend on their unique experience.

---

3 One might be able to tweak these models to accommodate priming (e.g., by temporarily incrementing resting activation levels in TRACE, or prior probabilities in Shortlist B, following any encounter with a specific word), but a comprehensive account that could accommodate both priming and long-term learning is lacking.
6. IMPLICATIONS FOR SPOKEN WORD RECOGNITION MODELS

In this review we have presented representative examples showing different forms of plasticity in SWR: changes linked to early development and throughout the life span, differences linked to the structure and content of language (and to the languages a listener knows), and rapid and/or short-term changes linked to recent and/or concurrent context. We expect that virtually all of these findings would be difficult for current models of SWR to accommodate. However, to our knowledge, few have been explored with current models.

Considering again the search for static/universal processes supporting SWR, crosslinguistic differences in fundamental aspects of SWR (e.g., the impact of neighborhood size) point to the need for computational modeling to assess whether current models can simulate crosslinguistic differences simply by changing the contents of the lexicon appropriately. Multilingualism raises greater challenges: While there are excellent models of bilingual word recognition that extend monolingual modeling approaches (for a recent example, see Dijkstra et al. 2019), to our knowledge all posit additional architecture to allow both separation and interaction between languages a listener knows. Thus, based on current understanding, multilingualism implies the need for qualitatively different and more complex cognitive architectures than those put forward by current models and—importantly—for architectures that can also account for the observed plasticity of SWR (e.g., how a listener’s L1 and their experience with multiple languages can fundamentally shape the system underlying SWR).

More broadly, what appears to be the most crucial gap is that most current models of SWR are not learning models [for an exception to both gaps, see Magnuson et al. 2020; for an example of how the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman 1986) can be modified to allow context-dependent learning to adjust default mappings, see Mirman et al. 2006]. This issue also highlights a difference between models like TRACE and Shortlist B (Norris & McQueen 2008)—which have discrete levels of representation (such as phonemes and words) and explicit parameters governing activation flow (with distinct parameters governing interlevel excitation and intralevel inhibition in TRACE) or likelihood updates—and learning models such as Simple Recurrent Networks (Elman 1990; for examples extended to SWR, see Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson 1997, Magnuson et al. 2003) and EARSHOT (Magnuson et al. 2020). In learning models, parameters are not conveniently organized or discrete. Instead, complex patterns of positive and negative weights within and between levels are continuously modified by learning. Unpacking those complex connectivity patterns is an inherent challenge in learning models, but doing so may provide one of the best opportunities to advance our theories and models.

In principle, any form of plasticity could be accounted for in the context of a model that incorporates learning appropriately. We believe that part of the reason why incorporating learning in SWR models has not been a priority so far is that the role of plasticity has been largely underestimated.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this contribution was to bring together evidence from research with different populations and different methods that speak to the plasticity of SWR. This review is far from exhaustive; we were only able to review representative patterns of findings that compellingly illustrate that SWR is constantly shaped by a wide variety of factors related to the input itself, characteristics of the listener, learning, and the broader context of communication (e.g., languages a person knows, or the particular pressures of a specific orthography).

Even though the results we have presented emerge across different timescales, it is reasonable to assume that longitudinal changes must stem from repeated short-term effects accumulated
over extended periods of time (Protopapas & Kapnoula 2016). In that sense, the mechanisms driving both short-term and long-term adaptations are intricately related or even likely the same—a conclusion consistent with our view that boundaries between processing and structure are not as clearly defined as one might assume. Indeed, as suggested in Section 1, we hold that evidence for constant plasticity implies a system where contents and processes are not separable. Changes in contents and experience with specific items in varying contexts (e.g., contexts that promote or diminish competition; Kapnoula & McMurray 2016b) can modify the parameters that govern processing. In sum, our review includes multiple examples of changes that point to the need for the field to move beyond the perspective of an idealized, static system and to embrace plasticity as a core concern in theories and models of SWR.
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